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Abstract—Teaching computer programming is recognized to be difficult and a real challenge. The biggest problem faced by novice programmers is their lack of understanding of basic programming concepts. A visualized learning tool was developed and used by volunteered first-year students for two semesters. The purposes of this paper are: Firstly, to emphasize factors which directly affect the performance of our students negatively. Secondly, to examine whether the proposed tool would improve their performance and learning progression or not. This tool provides many features and enhancement which were presented to students as pre-lecture material. The results of adopting this tool were conducted using a pre-survey and post-survey questionnaire. As a result, students who used the learning tool showed better performance in their programming subject.

Index Terms—Factors, novice, programming, visualization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Novice students in universities find learning how to Program difficult due to simultaneous learning of syntax, semantic of programming as well as how to interpret error messages. Many studies examined the factors which may affect the performance of the programming. However, factors that are considered as powerful predictors of programming success had not been discovered yet. In addition, varies tools have been introduced to help novice programmers improve their performance. This study conducted an experiment of providing novice programmers with a pre-lecture Arabic tool to understand the concepts of programming languages prior to the lecture. This study was motivated by the poor performance and progression of our first-year C language course programming students. It was recognized that the language used in the programming was affecting our Students’ performance badly, since their level of English does not allow them to understand the provided material perfectly.

Therefore, our goal was to provide our students with an Arabic Tool to introduce C language concepts which should be used as a pre-lecture tool to help them get the concepts prior to the lecture.

II. BACKGROUND

Learning and teaching how to program is not an easy task.

In recent years multi-national studies showed that students have problems in writing program codes [1], [2]. These problems are caused by the lack of correct understanding of abstract concepts. Which seems to be difficult for many students [3]-[7]. The factors that can influence success in programming have been investigated by many studies. Factors such as expertise in their spoken language, the number of used and analyzed programming languages, mathematical ability, previous academic degree, measures of general intelligence, self-confidence of students and gender have been extensively researched. According to these researches not all the listed factors affect the performances of programming. Factors that show strong positive correlation of success in programming are the ability to solve problems in other sciences like physics and mathematics [7]-[12] Prior knowledge of programming [12]-[14] and students with viable mental models [15]-[17]. However, other factors such as gender, experiences and familiarity of programming language did not show any significant effect on their performance [12]-[14]. In addition, one of the most challenging factors in many countries is English as not being the first language which affects the students’ performance [14], [18], [19].

To help novices learn programming, several tools were developed. Narrative tools, visual programming tools, flow-model tools, specialized output realizations, and tiered language tools are the categories that the tools were divided into [20]. Visualization is advantageous for learning many programming concepts in computer science education, which is why they have been used for long period of time [21]. Visual programming allows programmers to construct a program without writing any code through a drag-and-drop interface (e.g., JPie, Alice, Scratch, Karel Universe). Alice increase performance rate and motivation programming according to researches [22]-[24]. Furthermore, Scratch is found to be an effective tool to introduce students to programming [25], [26]. We take in our considerations how the material could be delivered to the students. Few alternate delivery techniques for novice programmers are available in literature compared to alternate delivery modes in education. A research has suggested that students’ comprehensions on introductory programming subject were improved after providing them with prerecorded mini-lectures [27].

III. METHODOLOGY

This section illustrates the data collection process and the learning environment of the study. The study’s goal was to discover whether or not the proposed tool helped participants to improve their performance and progression through their
first programming course. With the assumption that students had no valuable knowledge, the methodological basis for the research was designed.

A. Data Collection

The dataset used in this study is gathered from the first year volunteered students of faculty of information technology at Tripoli university. The data collections were conducted in the fall semester in 2015 and the spring semester 2016. Data were collected using the methods below:

- A structured questionnaire used to survey students at the beginning of the semester. We referred to as pre-experiment survey.
- A proposed standalone learning environment was applied.
- An end of semester survey of students whom used the proposed tool, using a structured questionnaire. We referred to a post-experiment survey.

1) Survey of students

At the beginning of the two semesters a paper-based questionnaire was handed to registered students in introduction to programming course. Since this course was taken by most first year students registered in the IT degrees. One hundred students have responded to the survey. Most of the data were gathered during the first weeks of the semester. Students were informed of the motivations and objectives of both surveys.

The questionnaire includes closed response style questions. Many different domains have been considered when the questionnaire was designed, such as whether the students use assistance tools to help them understand the concepts, if they are struggling with the programming instructions since they are available in a different language and if they can imagine the execution process easily. In addition, after applying the proposed tool for participated students, different paper-based questionnaire was handed to inquire the efficiency ratio of the learning environment. The questionnaire represented a number of different domains such as if this tool helped them to understand the provided concepts, whether the techniques used in this tool improve their understanding and if the provided examples and exercises assisted them to improve their learning progression.

B. The Learning Environment

A proposed learning tool implemented using JavaFX was introduced and applied for volunteered participants. It is providing many features and enhancements that can help to develop rich applications. This learning tool currently supports C language primary concepts, but in the future we may support other languages. The dynamic execution processes of a program are visualized and simulated by this visualization tool (Fig. 1).

Many concepts were provided by this tool such as assignment, if statements, loops, switch statement and arrays. Also, students are able to run the program gradually. This means that students have the chance to control the speed and would be able to watch and understand what happens when one statement is executed. This function is very important to the visualization tool to help improve the student’s understanding. In addition, graphical representation and animation have been used to visualize the dynamic execution with every statement’s execution. Animation is used to leverage the benefits of the proposed tool. Animation has great potential significance to help students to improve their understanding of programming concepts. Furthermore, students were able to repeat the program execution as well as pause, resume and stop it. That gave them the opportunity to determine and correct their misunderstanding of the concepts. Meanwhile, Arabic textual explanations also are provided to explain the execution process of each statement. To obtain the best results from our experiments, the proposed tool is provided with another two sections to help participants to receive better understanding. The first section explained the primary concepts of the C language in particular order presented as textual context. However, the concept explanation is sorted according to a text book which was used by the course lecturers. Each concept is supported with the visualized dynamic execution process as explained above as
well as two to three exercises for each concept (second section). So that participants could test their understanding for each concept. For instance, the NOT operator concept is explained as a textual context (Fig. 2). After reading this explanation, Participants have the choice to move either to the visualized dynamic execution process of NOT operator concept (Fig. 3) or to their associated exercises.

![Fig. 2. NOT operator concept textual explanation.](image)

**IV. RESULTS**

Descriptive information was provided by analyzing students’ survey responses. The SPSS software was used to perform descriptive and statistical analysis of the quantitative data.

**A. Pre-experiment Survey Results**

The survey results revealed that 69% of participated students found programming module difficult to understand. These difficulties are resulted from their failure to imagine the execution process of programming, 65% claims. Also, 77% of participated are seeking other ways to improve their performance. Therefore, 98% of them approved utilizing tools to improve their programming concept understanding. However, 67% of the students preferred the tools to be Arabic to improve their understanding. The overall finding suggested the need of assistance tools to better learning progression as showed in (Fig. 4).

**B. The Experiment**

After collecting data in the pre-experiment questionnaire stage, the participants went on to use the visualization tools. The participants were asked to execute program fragments which were explained by the proposed tool visually.

![Fig. 4. Some pre-experiment survey results.](image)

Simple concepts were explained as well as some relatively hard concepts (switch case, arrays). These concepts were explained in many different techniques for instance flowchart used to visualize the while loop execution process (fig. 5). These explanations were provided to participants as pre-lecture material. However, these concepts were supported by many different examples and exercises for better understanding.

![Fig. 3 visualized dynamic execution process of NOT operator concept.](image)

**C. Post-experiment Survey Results**

A post-experiment questionnaire was also used to collect quantitative data along with the experiment. Three significant attributes have been discovered of the teaching environment from the survey’s feedback. Firstly, participants pre-existing understanding of the concept could be changed by the provided animated execution. Secondly, it was considered for the animations to be very helpful in increasing the concepts’ understanding. Finally, the gradual execution was seen as other useful feature. Moreover, the Arabic explanation of the concepts provided by the proposed tool leverage the benefits of using this tool. According to survey results, there was an improvement of participant’s understanding, with 70% of participants approving the benefits of using this tool through their module results.

**V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

The motivation of this experiment was due to the high failure in our first-year programming module. Many factors have been considered to influence programming. Some factors that might predict success in programming were usually observed factors such as expertise in their spoken language, gender, mathematical ability. However, it was recognized that the language used in the programming affects our Students’ performance sorely. The abilities of the proposed tool which includes textual concepts explanation, visualized dynamic execution and exercises increases the possibilities of participants’ better understanding. Textual explanation is used to offer an extra explanation for each concept. However, participants were able to examine their understanding of a single concept by using the exercises which associated every concept.

The positive role that visualization plays is, revealed by this study, improving students’ performance. While the visualization tool was useful in improve the participants’ understanding of the covered concept successfully, it is
proven that the accompanied Arabic explanation helped to improve concepts understanding which led them to enhance their performance and learning progression. Students who used the tool showed improvement in their performance according to their course assessments. The results of this initial study suggest that, using our tool as a pre-lecture tool helped our participants to better understanding of programming concepts prior to the lecture. However, investigating the effectiveness of the proposed tool in actual pedagogical context would make results even more accurate.

Fig. 5. Flowchart used to explain while loop execution process.
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